
 ✓ Comprehensive database. Access to our 
comprehensive database of carriers’ fiber maps, 
lit buildings, and data centers. 

 ✓ Customization. Customize and integrate 
our continually updated fiber and colocation 
infrastructure information without storing the 
data or accessing the online tool.

 ✓ Rapid identification capabilities. Quickly 
identify the optimal providers and network 
locations, measure fiber distances, and see lit 
buildings.

 ✓ WMTS access. Use our Web Map Tile Service 
(WMTS) to call maps of carrier lit buildings and 
fiber networks offered as tiles of image files 
that are seamlessly stitched together to create a 
larger map.

Need to 
Source Your
Fiber Location 
Data via an API?
If only there was a service that you 
could pull the data into your in-house 
application and tailor it to your specific 
business needs.

Look no further than FiberLocator API Services. 
Our FiberLocator API enables you to integrate the industry’s most current fiber and 
on-net lit building data within your own internal systems and databases.
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 ✓ Easy access. Gain easy access to individual fiber 
networks, as well as "composite" tile sets that 
combine tile sets of similar scope into a single 
merged set, i.e., our metro fiber layer.

 ✓ Retrieve text data (JSON). Easy for both humans 
and machines to read. Dozens of calls to find 
data such as fiber nearby or carriers within an 
address.

 ✓ Easy-to-follow documentation. Including sample 
calls and sample output for any type of call you 
need to make in the programming language of 
your choice.

 ✓ Convenience. Pull FiberLocator data directly into 
any GIS-based application or enterprise system.

What do you get with our FiberLocator API?



NOW AVAILABLE: GEOSPATIAL DATA 
VIA THE GEOJSON API VERSION* OF 

FIBERLOCATOR

Geospatial data for last-mile analysis, accessible 
beyond simply viewing, allowing various mapping 

options and greater opportunities for analysis.

More than flat map tiles—all the twists and turns of 
the fiber line by the FeatureCollection that includes 

geo coordinates.

Control all attributes of the fiber lines—color and 
thickness—and include your own attributes. 

 HOW DO WE RETRIEVE DATA OUTSIDE 
OF THE WEB APPLICATION? 

Our system provides a RESTful interface to access 
various API endpoints for retrieving map data and 

carrier and network information. This is an OpenAPI 
specification and is usable by various tools to 

generate code for interacting with FiberLocator.

THE FIBERLOCATOR DIFFERENCE 

Get the data you need in the format of your choice: 
single maps and lit building data, online access, or 

data via an API.
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